BELLINGHAM, WA — BTC’s Campus Center building, with the exception of the Campus Store, is closed starting Monday, July 31, as crews begin re-enforcement work on truss points throughout the building. All campus operations will continue during the project, which is expected to be completed in September.

BTC will move services and offices that are currently located in Campus Center by July 31. Giving full building access to the contractors will improve their efficiency and allow them to focus on the repair work rather than coordinating with building occupants for construction-related access. Since the majority of the work is happening on the interior of the building, the Campus Store’s location will allow it to remain open during the project.

Please note the temporary locations for services during this project:
- The Library (with modified services), eLearning and Tutoring will be located in HC 203 and 204
- ASBTC and Student Life will be located in CS 106
- The Food Pantry will move to the Cafeteria in G Building
- Trio will be located in CS 106
- Photo ID will be available in CS 106

This welding re-enforcement work was recommended as part of a comprehensive review and analysis of the structural truss system in Campus Center after a failed building truss connection point was reported last fall. Completing this work now will allow us to take advantage of the low occupancy on campus during summer quarter to minimize the impact of this work on teaching and learning.